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Introduc9on	

•  CLIC	tracking	re-implementa@on	
q  Interface	with	DD4hep	geometry	descrip@on	
q  Adapt	tracking	for	a	new	detector	model	–	with	full	silicon	tracker	
q  Learn	from	the	past:	cri@cal	look	at	increase	in	3me	and	memory	

usage	due	to	increase	of	number	of	tracks	at	√s	=	3	TeV	
à	Developments	in	the	full	CLIC	tracking	chain:		
digi:ser,	pa<ern	recogni:on,	track	fi>ng	

•  Large	synergy	for	soUware	development	in	the	Linear	Collider	
community		

•  In	this	talk:	overview	of	the	new	CLIC	tracking	
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Different	detectors,	common	so/ware	

•  Different	tracker	layout,	size	
and	technology	

•  Different	background	condi@ons	
•  Shared	tracking	soUware	for	Si	

pa\ern	recogni@on	and	track	fit	

discrimination of W and Z boson di-jets [2]. The electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters with
their high granularity provide the imaging capabilities needed for PFA. They are surrounded by
the coil and return yoke that create the 3.5 Tesla solenoidal field for the tracking system.

The ILD tracking system comprises of the following sub-detectors:

• VTX: a Si-pixel detector with a barrel geometry, consisting of 3 double layers or optionally
5 single layers for excellent momentum and impact parameter resolution

• SIT: the intermediate Si-strip barrel detector with two double layers with shallow stereo
angle bridging the gap between VTX and TPC

• TPC: the large time projection chamber that provides 220 space points for a central track
allowing for dE/dx-based particle ID and excellent pattern recognition

• SET: the Si-strip barrel detector surrounding the TPC with one double layer for improved
momentum resolution and time tagging

• FTD: two Si-pixel disks followed by five Si-strip disks providing low angle tracking coverage

The tracking sub-detectors are shown in Fig. 1 and some key parameters are summarized in
Tab. 1

Figure 1. Tracking system of the ILD detector - see
Tab. 1 for details on the individual sub-detectors

Figure 2. The inner tracking detec-
tors in the detailed simulation model:
VTX, SIT and FTD

2. ILD tracking software

The ILD tracking software is developed in the context of the iLCSoft software framework with the
Mokka [3] simulation, the Marlin [4] application framework and the LCIO [5] event data model
and persistency package as the core tools. The Track class in LCIO holds several TrackStates
with fitted track parameters at points of interest, typically at the IP, the first and last hit and
the face of the calorimeter. ILD uses a perigee track parametrization with track curvature ⌦,
impact parameters d0 and z0 and direction parameters �0 and tan(�) [6].

2

SiD:	all	silicon		 ILD:	silicon	+	TPC	

CLIC:	all	silicon	

SiD Tracking Detectors 
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Basics	for	LC	tracking	
•  Event	Data	Model:	LCIO		

q  Track	–	vector	of	hits,	χ2,	ndf,	TrackState	at	specific	posi@on		
q  Choice	of	the	track	parameters:	perigee	helix	(Ω,	tanλ,	φ,	d0,	z0)	

	

•  Detector	descrip:on	with	DD4hep	–	DDRec:	extension	to	provide	surfaces	
descrip@on	for	tracking	
q  One	surface	in	the	middle	of	each	element	(volume)	

§  Global	to	local	coordinate	transforma@on	
§  Material	budget	and	thickness	associated	to	its	volume	
§  Use	material	proper@es	(A,	Z,	ρ,	X0,	λI)	to	compute	effects	of	energy	loss	and	
mul@ple	sca\ering	along	path	length	between	surfaces	–	the	material	
proper@es	are	automa@cally	averaged	for	assemblies	
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DDRec surfaces for tracking
tracking code needs a special 
interface to geometry:

measurement and dead material 
surfaces (planar, cylindrical)

surfaces are attached to volumes 
(deCning boundaries) and 
DetElements and provide:

u,v, normal, origin

inner and outer material and 
thicknessesC Track Parametrization
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Figure C.1: Illustration of the track parameters as defined in LCIO.

C.1 Converting Track Parameters

Assuming a constant magnetic field along z with ~B = (0, 0, B) and a particle with a charge of q = ±e,
the track parameters can be translated into physical quantities using the following formulas

pT =
k B
||
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The constant k is introduced to absorb the units and is defined as
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C.2 Track Parameter Uncertainties

If we define a vector ~x = (d0, , �0, tan �, z0) the corresponding uncertainties from the track fit are given
by the symmetric covariance matrix
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Tracking	so/ware	in	ILCSOFT	
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F.Gaede, DESY, Track Reconstruction Forum 6

IMarlinTrk - LC Tracking Tools 

● IMarlinTrk: interface that separates pattern recognition code from actual fitter 
implementation

● only dependencies LCIO, DDRec (DD4hep) - NB: no Marlin dependency !

● pattern recognition algorithms have been written to a large extend in plain 
vanilla C++ (no LCIO, geometry, etc.), e.g.

● topological clustering, CA libraries, conformal mapping,...

● currently code lives in iLCSoft libraries - could be extracted to standalone 
libraries

MarlinTrk	

PaGern	recogni9on:	
Event	Data	

Model	
Extension	of	the	DD4hep	geometry	
descrip@on	à	surfaces	for	tracking	

•  Requirements:	modularity	and	flexibility	à	used	by	different	experiments		
•  C++	implementa@on	



PaGern	recogni9on	-	strategy	
•  In	CLIC	two	approaches	tested	for	pa\ern	recogni@on:	

1.  Star:ng	from	ILD	approach	à	vertex	seed	+	extrapola:on	and	
combina:on	with	standalone	tracking	in	the	forward	region		
§  Based	on	both	Cellular	Automaton	and	Kalman	filter	extrapola@on	
§  Shared	between	LC	experiments	(not	yet	for	SiD,	but	in	principle	
possible)	

2.  Conformal	tracking		
§  Based	on	pure	Cellular	Automaton		
§  Easy	to	extend	to	different	experiments:	no	detector	informa@on	
needed,	no	segment	combina@on	needed	
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Cellular	Automaton	
	

•  A	cell	is	a	line	between	two	hits	
•  Use	of	local	criteria	(like	angle	between	two	cells)	to	connect	cells	
•  Every	cell	has	a	weight	that	is	incremented	for	every	previous	cell	that	passed	the	criteria	
•  Create	track	candidates	star@ng	from	the	highest	weights	and	following	the	connec@ons	



PaGern	recogni9on	I	
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MarlinTrkProcessor	
pa\er	recogni@on	
implementa@on		

KiTrack	
Abstract	classes	
(track,	hit,	sector)	
Cellar	Automaton	

CA	criteria	

KiTrackMarlin	
lcio/marlin	

implementa@on:	
FTDTrk/Hit/Sec	

EndcapTrk/Hit/Sec	
MV,	VXDTrk/Hit/Sec	

•  Tracking	in	the	“forward	region”	
q  Sectors	to	limit	combinatorics	à	for	CLIC	angular	sectors	(θ,φ,layerID)		

à	added	new	KiTrackMarlin	implementa@on	to	use	exis@ng	CA	
q  Look	for	connec@ons	with	CA	between	hits	in	neighbouring	sectors		

§  Criteria	for	hit	connec@ons	and	neighbour	defini@ons	set	by	steering	
file	à	to	be	op@mised	for	each	detector	concept	

q  Ambiguity	resolu@on	based	on:	nhits	and	χ2,	use	of	Hopfield	NN	possible	
	

-  Cellular	Automaton	core	tools	
developed	for	Forward	tracking	
(R.	Gla<auer’s	diploma	thesis)	

-  Reuse	by	other	packages	à	add	
new	impl	in	KiTrackMarlin	



PaGern	recogni9on	I	
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•  Tracking	in	the	“central	region”	
q  Seed	tracks	in	the	vertex	region	with	CA	

§  Exploit	the	vertex	double	structure	à	possible	to	run	also	without	
this	op@misa@on	but	@me	increases	in	presence	of	background	

q  Extrapolate	according	to	Kalman	filter	to	main	tracker	region	
q  For	CLIC,	poten@al	loss	for	late	decaying	par@cles	–	possibly	run	CA	

different	criteria	on	the	remnant	hits	(not	yet	done)	
	

MarlinTrkProcessor	
pa\er	recogni@on	
implementa@on		

KiTrack	
Abstract	classes	
(track,	hit,	sector)	
Cellar	Automaton	

CA	criteria	

KiTrackMarlin	
lcio/marlin	

implementa@on:	
FTDTrk/Hit/Sec	

EndcapTrk/Hit/Sec	
MV,	VXDTrk/Hit/Sec	

-  Cellular	Automaton	core	tools	
developed	for	Forward	tracking	
(R.	Gla<auer’s	diploma	thesis)	

-  Reuse	by	other	packages	à	add	
new	impl	in	KiTrackMarlin	



PaGern	recogni9on	II	
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January 19th, 2016 CLIC Workshop

Tracks in the uv detector plane

23

500 GeV ttbar500 GeV ttbar

•  Conformal	mapping:	coordinate	
transforma@on	that	preserves	local	angles	
q  (x,y)-plane	in	the	(u,v)-plane		
q  Tracks	are	straight	lines	

•  Run	CA	sequen:ally	on	all	hit	collec:ons		
q  approach	in	the	full	tracker	system		
q  no	sub-track	combina@on	needed	

•  Standalone	package,	use	of	its	own	CA	
implementa@on	

•  Track	ambiguity	resolved	with	linear	fit	
•  Try	to	build	new	tracks	from	leUover	hits	
•  Similar	method	used	by	Star	level-3	trigger	

and	the	ALICE	experiment	

(
u = x/(x2 + y

2)

v = y/(x2 + y

2)

CLICdp		
work	in		
progress	



Results	for	CLIC	
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•  High	track	efficiency	achieved	with	both	pa\ern	recogni@on	
methods	for	tracks	with:	
•  at	least	4	hits	
•  origin-IP	distance	<	10	cm	
•  pT	>	100	MeV	

•  No	background	overlaid	yet	(next	step)	
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Tracking performance

! High tracking efficiency obtained for conformally mapped CA!
" Many possible further developments - track fit in sz? Psuedo-kalman filter? !
" Approach should be robust to geometry changes, since no knowledge of layers/subdetectors/

layout!
" Advert: intel profiling tools at cern! Significant improvements in speed achieved through 

profiling (obvious tip: be careful using ROOT…)
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vtx	seed	+	track	extrapola9on	 conformal	tracking	

CLICdp		
work	in		
progress	

CLICdp		
work	in		
progress	



Timing	

•  For	conformal	tracking	profiling	of	the	code	already	performed		
à	it	largely	helped	to	speed	up	cri@cal	points	

•  Try	to	improve/stabilize	fiqng	procedure	before	op@mising	track	
quality	criteria	and	@ming	in	presence	of	background	
q  get	a	handle	on	ghosts	
q  improve	@ming	

•  Smarter	naviga@on	among	surfaces	would	improve	fit	@ming	
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Fit	strategy	
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•  Fiqng	procedures	available:	

KalTest:	
•  Itera@ve	Kalman	filter		

by	K.	Fujii	et	al.		
•  Wri\en	in	C++,	based	on	ROOT	

DDKalTest:	DD4hep-KalTest	
interface	to	provide	surfaces	for	
ac@ve	and	dead	materials:	
•  DDPlanarMeasLayer	
•  DDCylinderMeasLayer	
•  DDConeMeasLayer	

AIDATT:	
•  New	fiqng	framework	in	the	

context	of	the	AIDA2020	project		
•  Use	of	GeneralBrokenLines	
•  Kalman	filter	to	be	implemented	
•  Interface	to	Millipede	alignment	
•  Use	surfaces	from	DD4hep			

Used	in	default	reconstruc:on	 Under	valida:on	

•  Track	fit	possible	for	every	detector	with	DD4hep	geometry	and	surfaces	
•  KalTest	handles	non	homogeneous	B-fields	w/o	Runge-Ku\a	-	need	to	
evaluate	performance	



5	GeV	single	µ	at	85°	-	CLIC	
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CLICdp		
work	in		
progress	



Conclusion	
•  Tracking	implementa@on	for	the	new	CLIC	full	silicon	tracker	is	well	under	

way	in	ILCSOFT	and	interfaced	with	DD4hep	–	op@misa@on	on-going	

•  Points	of	interest	for	this	forum:	

ü  ILCSOFT	is	shared	among	the	LC	experiments	CLIC,	ILD,	SiD	and	it	is	
easy	to	adapt	to	new	experiments	with	a	DD4hep	geo	(+	surfaces)	

ü  Pa\ern	recogni@on	algorithms,	CA	implementa@on	and	track	fiqng	
have	li\le	or	no	framework	dependence	à	easy	to	share		
à	interest	in	common	libraries?	

ü  SoUware	is	public:	h\p://ilcsoU.desy.de/portal/soUware_packages/	
	

Ø No	proper	handling	of	track	fiqng	in	non	homogeneous	field		
à	interest	in	looking	at	available	Runge-Ku<a	implementa@ons	

Ø  Room	for	improvement	in	the	naviga:on	system		
à	interest	in	looking	at	ATS	when	public	
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BACK-UP	
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11.4	m	

ultra	low-mass	vertex	
detector	with	25	μm	pixels	
	
main	tracker,	silicon	sensors	
(pixels	and	short	strips)	
	
fine	grained	calorimetry	
(Ecal	+	Hcal)	
	
strong	solenoid	magnet,	4	T	
	
return	yoke	(Fe)	with	
detectors	for	muon	
iden9fica9on	
	
complex	forward	region		

CLIC	detector	



Beam	structure	

For:	ILC	at	500	GeV	and	CLIC	at	3	TeV	centre-of-mass	energy	
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H->bb	at	1.4	TeV	
before	and	aUer	
background	suppression	

2 CLIC EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND DETECTOR REQUIREMENTS

coherent process consists of the interaction of the real beamstrahlung photons with the collective elec-
tromagnetic field of the opposite beam. The coherent production of e+e� pairs will increase the total
number of colliding electrons and positrons by about 9%. The production of coherent pairs from the
virtual photons associated with the beam particles (trident pairs) is roughly an order of magnitude lower
than the production of coherent pairs [9]. The incoherent production of pairs arises from the interaction
of both real or virtual photons with individual particles of the other beam. There are three main physical
processes responsible for the production of incoherent pairs: the Breit-Wheeler (BW) process which is
the interaction between two real photons from beamstrahlung; the Bethe-Heitler (BH) process of the
interaction of a real photon and a virtual photon associated with a beam particle; and the Landau-Lifshitz
(LL) process of the interaction between two virtual photons. The GUINEAPIG calculation for the BH
and LL processes uses a Weizsäcker-Williams approach, known as the Equivalent Photon Approximation
(EPA). In the EPA, the equivalent spectrum of virtual photons is convolved with the real photon interac-
tion cross sections. The production of incoherent pairs in GUINEAPIG has been compared to other codes
in [5] and [10].

Most pairs are produced with very small angles along the beam axis. In order to avoid significant
loss of such particles in the detector, a beam exit line with a half-cone opening angle of 10 mrad is
needed, see Figure 3.3. However, depending on the motion of the produced electron and positron with
respect to the electron and positron beams they may either be focused or defocused. The effect of this
electromagnetic beam deflection gives rise to a component of the pair spectrum with sufficient transverse
momentum for it to travel beyond the beam pipe, and thus represent a potential background in the detector
volume. The effect of beam deflection on the coherent pairs is relatively small as they are typically
very high energy particles which are highly boosted along the beam direction. Consequently, whilst
the coherent pair rate is extremely high, 7 · 108 particles per bunch crossing at 3 TeV, almost all of
the coherent pairs are collinear with the outgoing beams and thus do not constitute a major detector
background.

While the number of incoherent pairs is much smaller than that of the coherent pairs (see Ta-
ble 2.1), they can be produced at larger angles and potentially provide a significant source of background
hits, for example, in the inner layers of the vertex detector. The energy and angular distributions of the
pair backgrounds are shown in Figure 2.2. Because of their larger transverse momentum, the incoherent
pairs cause more energy deposits in the detector and are a more relevant background source than the
coherent pairs, despite the much larger number of coherent pairs.
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Fig. 2.2: The distributions of the beam related backgrounds: (left) Fraction of energies for the particles of
each background source. (right) Angular distribution of the produced background particles. Both plots
are for CLIC at

p
s = 3 TeV.
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detector	



\bar	at	3	TeV	
before	and	aUer	
background	suppression	





DD4Hep	
•  Full	detector	descrip:on:	geometry,	materials,	visualiza@on,	parameters	

for	readout,	alignment,	calibra@on,	etc.	
•  Consistent	Descrip:on:	Single	source	of	detector	informa@on	for	display,	

simula@on,	reconstruc@on,	analysis,	alignment,	etc.	

21	Rosa	Simoniello	(CERN)	-	CTD16	-	24/02/16	

See	also	ddsim	talk:	h\ps://indico.cern.ch/event/449801/session/5/contribu@on/134/a\achments/1213592/1771008/160119_DDsim_sailer.pdf	





CLIC	beam	pipe	region	
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for	air	flow	for	vertex	cooling	
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Performance	requirements	
•  Momentum	resolu@on 		

	
		

•  Jet	Energy	resolu@on	 	 	 	 		

•  Impact	parameter	resolu@on	

•  Excellent	determina@on	of	secondary	
ver@ces	for	b/c-tagging	and	tau	reco	

•  Lepton	iden@fica@on	efficiency		
>	95%	over	full	range	of	energies	

•  Detector	coverage	in	forward	region		
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Detector Requirements

• Expect interesting physics processes to have multi-
jet final states, with charged leptons or missing pT 

- Reconstruction of invariant masses of two+ jets 
important for event reconstruction and event id.

- Impact of Beamstrahlung on kinematic fits means 
rely on intrinsic jet energy resolution of detector.

From the perspective of the likely physics measurements at CLIC, the requirements are:  

• Jet energy resolution !E / E ≲ 3.5−5 % for jet energies in the range 50 GeV−1 TeV 

• Track momentum resolution !pT / pT ≲ 2·10-5 GeV-1 

• Impact parameter resolution !d0 ≲ 5 ⊕ 15 / (p [GeV] sin3/2") μm 

• Lepton identification efficiency > 95% over full range of energies 

• Detector coverage for electrons down to very low angles

2

• Aim: discriminate between W and Z hadronic decays

• Require: !E / E ≲ 3.5%, providing 2.5σ W/Z separation

W/Z	hadronic		
decays	discrim	
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Detector Requirements

• Track momentum goal motivated by Higgs mass 
determination via Higgsstrahlung process, e+e-→Zh 

- Reconstruct mass of system recoiling against pair of 
muons from Z→μ+μ- decays.

• Tagging of charm and bottom quarks important for studies including measurements of 
Higgs couplings. Relies on impact parameter resolution and secondary vertex id:

• Efficient lepton id across wide range of momenta crucial for CLIC physics analyses. Electron id 
must extend to very small angles (due to t-channel processes or boost from Beamstrahlung).

!d0 = a ⊕ b / (p sin3/2")

• Require: a ≲ 5 μm and b ≲15 μm GeVPoint resolution of 
vertex detector

Multiple scattering; amount 
of material in inner detector

• Aim: Efficient heavy flavour tagging

• Aim: width of reconstructed Higgs mass peak 
dominated by beam energy spread

• Require: !pT / pT ≲ 2·10-5 GeV-12

CLIC, √s = 500 GeV

CLIC�physics aims�=>�detector�needs
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� impact parameter resolution:
e.g.�c/bͲtagging,�Higgs BR

� jet energy resolution:
e.g.�W/Z/h�diͲjet�mass separation

� angular�coverage,�very forward electron tagging

� momentum resolution:
e.g.�Smuon endpoint

Higgs recoil mass,�Higgs coupling to muons

WͲZ
jet�reco

smuon
end�point

(for�highͲ
E�jets)

+�requirements�from�CLIC�beam�structure�and�beamͲinduced�background
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e-e+àZHàµµX	

single	point	resolu@on	 mul@ple	sca\ering	
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